International Studies: Approved Upper-Division Courses
Fall 2015

International Studies
112A International Business Issues/Institutions
113A International Trade Issues/Institutions
114A Int’l Political Economy Issues/Institutions
122 Nuclear Environment Issues/Institutions OR Conflict/Negotiations
142A US Foreign Policy I Conflict/Negotiation OR Role of US/CA OR Americas
153C Urban Anthropology Society/Culture
153E Nations/Ethnicity Society/Culture
153F Militarism & Gender Society/Culture
155A International Journalism Society/Culture
162B Post-Soviet Eurasia Conflict/Negotiation OR Issues/ Institutions OR Europe
176I West European Politics Europe/Eurasia
177E Cuban Society & Revolution Issues/Institutions OR Conflict/Negotiation OR Americas
177I Ancient Civilizations Mexico & SW Asia Americas OR Society/Culture
179 SE Asian Cultur & SE Asian Migrants Asia OR Society/Culture
179 German Masterpieces Europe
179 Dostoevsky Europe
179 Modern Italian Novel Europe
179 China & Globalization Asia
179 US-Russian Relations Europe
179 Hist of Mexico & Pop Culture Americas
179 Global Hist of Air Power Issues/Inst
189 Culture, Money & Globaliztn Society/Culture
189 Human Rights: Greeks-Present Issues/Institutions
189 Engaging Conflict (Olive Tree Initiative) Conflict/Negotiation
189 Arab Uprisings Conflict/Negotiation OR Africa/Middle East
189 Comparing Urban Politics Issues/Institutions OR Society/Culture
189 International Organizations Issues/Institutions
189 South African Social Identities Africa/Middle East
189 Anthro of Religion Society/Culture

Anthropology
129 War & Migration Society/Culture

Chicano/Latino Studies
154 Latino Metropolls (same as PP&D 172) Americas OR Role of US/CA

Social Sciences
183CW Seminar Conflict Resolution (same as SE 183CW) Conflict/Negotiation

Art History
114 Medieval Spain (same as Rel St 100) Europe
151C Modern China Asia
155A Ancient India (same as Hist 170A, Rel St 122) Asia
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East Asian Language & Literature
110 Organic Taiwanese Fiction Asia
117 Confucian Thought Asia
120 Japanese Novel War & Peace Asia
140 North Korea Asia
160 Koran Cinema (same as Flm&Mda 160) Asia
190 Male Bonding in China Asia

History
102B Global Warming Issues/Institutions
112D Print Revolution Europe
126B World War II Era Europe
132H Iranian Empire: Ancient Cities Asia OR Middle East/Africa OR Europe
170A Ancient India Asia
172G Japan Modern Revolutions Asia

Planning, Policy & Design (PP&D)
101 Urbanization & Social Change Issues/Institutions

Public Health
170 Intro to Global Health Issues/Institutions
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